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ABSTRACT 

 
The 45-nm node will require the use of thinner photoresists, which necessitates the use of multilayer pattern transfer 
schemes.  One common multilayer approach is the use of a silicon-rich anti-reflective hardmask (Si BARC) with a 
carbon-rich pattern transfer underlayer (spin-on carbon, or SOC). The combination of the two layers provides a highly 
planar platform for a thin resist, and provides a route to etch substrates due to the alternating plasma etch selectivities of 
the organic resist, inorganic Si BARC, and organic SOC.  Yet such schemes will need to be optimized both for pattern 
transfer and optics.  Optimizing optics under hyper-NA immersion conditions is more complicated than with standard 
(that is, NA<1) lithography.  A rigorous calculation technique is used to evaluate and compare standard lithography to a 
hyper-NA case using a multilayer stack.  An example of such a stack is shown to have reasonable lithographic 
performance. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Every device shrink has created new challenges for fabrication.  The shrink to the 45-nm node and below has proved 
especially demanding.  Many new processes and materials are being introduced to support the transition.  One 
fundamental challenge for such small features is that depth of focus (DOF) and aspect ratio limitations force the resist 
thickness down to unprecedented levels.  For some 45-nm node processes, the resist is expected to be less than 150nm 
thick and continuingly shrinking with new generations.  Such a thin imaging layer does not provide sufficient plasma 
resistance to permit pattern transfer of the image directly to the substrate.  Magnification of etch resistance is often 
required for substrate patterning and is achieved with the use of hardmask technology.  The use of more than one layer to 
execute pattern transfer in this circumstance is often termed “multilayer” technology.  
 
A common multilayer approach is to use alternating organic and inorganic layers.1,2  Large reactive ion etching 
selectivities between these materials are exploited to essentially amplify the pattern transfer capability of the resist.  A 
generalized scheme is shown in Figure 1.  In this scheme the multilayer stack is built on the substrate first by the 
application of an organic coating, followed by an inorganic coating (typically a silicon-containing material), followed by 
an optional organic bottom anti-reflective coating (BARC) and resist (Figure 1, step 1). The thin resist is patterned with 
advanced lithographic techniques (Figure 1, step 2).  The pattern is then transferred into the underlying layers by opening 
the hardmask (and BARC if applicable) with a highly selective etch process, typically a fluorinated plasma etch (Figure 
1, step 3).  The carbon layer under the hardmask is then opened using an oxygen-rich plasma etch, which takes 
advantage of the large selectivity achievable between inorganic silicon-type materials and organics in an oxygen plasma 
(Figure 1, step 4).  The substrate is then patterned with the relief image now present in the carbon layer (Figure 1, step 
5). This generic multilayer scheme can be reduced to practice in a number of ways (Figure 2).  There are material stacks 
for which the layers are applied by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) for both the organic and inorganic hardmasks.  In 
addition, there are material stacks applied through a spin-coating process.  Also possible are hybrid stacks that use a 
combination of spin-on and CVD layers.   
 
Beyond the specific demands of pattern transfer, the multilayer stack must possess other characteristics.  Other primary 
functions of the combination of layers are planarizing substrates and proper optics.  Highly planar substrates will be 
required to maintain the thin resist in the diminishing depth of focus.  Proper optical parameters of each layer of the 
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combined stack are required to maintain and acceptable level of reflectivity control for high fidelity reproduction of the 
aerial image.  
 
To achieve resolution at 45-nm node and below with 193nm light, an effective numeric aperture (NA) greater than 1.0 is 
required.3,4  The use of an immersion fluid between the final lens and the resist permits the increase of the NA to greater 
than 1.0.  This “hyper-NA” situation includes a greater range of incident angles combining to form the aerial image.  The 
implications of hyper-NA necessitate a reconsideration of the typical approach for reflectance control3 and modeling.  
The traditional view of reflectivity from a substrate in lithography considers the average reflectivity over the exposure 
area.4  A planar wave assumption (Figure 3) is typically used along with an idealized image from the mask.4  Under 

Figure 3. Comparison between planar wave model and full diffraction 
model 
 
 
 

Figure 2. General multilayer schemes. A is a CVD carbon layer and hardmask with an organic spin-on 
BARC. B is a spin-applied trilayer solution.  C is an enhanced spin-applied solution. 

Figure 1. General trilayer scheme for pattern transfer. 



traditional exposure conditions, when all incident light is nearly vertical the planar wave model is valid and permits 
useful calculations of reflectance.  If this assumption is used, the calculated reflectance will not vary significantly with 
pitch or size, as there is little interaction between adjacent features. It is our contention that under hyper-NA conditions 
the planar wave assumption is no longer valid and a more rigorous evaluation is required.  In the approach described 
here, diffraction from the mask is considered and the complete set of incidence angles are accounted for.  This approach 
takes into account all the optical information created from the illumination conditions and the mask.  By incorporating all 
this information to create a reflected image the dependence on pitch and line width is revealed. Further demonstrated are 
properly designed multilayer stacks based on this new model that significantly reduce detrimental reflection over a wide 
range of angles typically found in hyper-NA lithography.  The results were then applied to the lithography under hyper-
NA conditions and was tested for features exposed at NA = 1.3. 
 

2. RESULTS 
 
While the total reflected image is calculated with the reflectivity at all points of the feature pattern, the reported 
reflectivity from the new model contains the greatest point of interest, the line edge.  If the reflected image overlaps with 
the incident image, the amount of the light is inconsequential to the fidelity of the image.  Moreover if the reflective 
image is contained in an area of no exposure, the amount of light energy from the reflective image must stay 
significantly below any activation of the resist.  The line edge is the greatest concern for the fidelity of the latent image 
because the line edge is where standing waves in the resist manifest themselves and where contrast is paramount.   
 
Figures 4 and 5 contain graphs of reflectance and intensity calculated using the full diffraction model.  The gray line 
represents the optical image intensity relative to the light incident at the mask input (intensity = 1 at mask input).  The 
intensity data are measured along the left y-axes. The thin black line is the calculated reflectance expressed as a percent 
of the light incident at the resist/BARC interface.  The square markers represent the reflectance value at the feature edge.   

 

Figure 4. Plot of intensity and reflectivity at the Resist/BARC interface. X is position along the cross-section of 
infinite lines.  Gray lines represent image intensity.  Thin black lines represent %reflectance vs. the intensity 
incident.  Markers show the %reflectance at the feature edge. Chart A shows a range of pitches for constant line 
width of 75 nm.  Chart B shows a range of line widths at 1:1 spacing. 
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Figure 4 is based on an illumination conditions with NA = 0.75.  Graph A shows calculated reflectance using a 
hypothetical BARC with n=1.67 and k= 0.52 at 35nm thick.  At the feature edge the reflectivity is all below 0.02%, and 
is therefore essentially equivalent and negligible.  In Graph B, the edge reflectance approaches 0.05% at 90nm but is still 
essentially negligible everywhere.  It is concluded that these conditions represent acceptable, if not optimal, reflectance 
regardless of pitch and size. Using standard NA conditions, the effect from pitch and line width is not a significant 
contributor to reflectivity changes and previous model assumptions are valid. 
 

Figure 5 duplicates this approach for NA = 1.3 and feature appropriate for this illumination.  It is clear from Graph A 
that there is a pitch dependence, with the reflectance for the 1:1.5 and 1:2 being an order of magnitude higher than when 
NA = 0.75. Similar to the case where NA = 0.75, Graph B shows that reflectance is highest for the smallest feature, but 
again reflectance for the case where NA = 1.3 is an order magnitude higher.  For the examples shown, the high NA 
condition does have potentially significant size and pitch dependence.  Calculations with many other cases have shown 
this to be generally true.  
 
For the cases outlined above, the reflectivity is low enough everywhere to avoid image degradation.  However these are 
truly ideal test cases where the thickness of the BARC is uniform and the patterns are generalized and regular.  This does 
not necessarily represent a real device design.  Complications form added the factors of topography, suboptimal BARC 
parameters were used over a wide range of feature sizes and pitches could conceivably cause localized reflectance 
problems. 
 
Since pattern transfer layers are required at the 45-nm node and below, the trilayer stack was evaluated for optical 
control using this new calculation method.  For simplicity the SOC was held constant using BSI.M06089A which has n = 
1.45, k = 0.55 at an opaque thickness of 300nm. Figure 6 shows the output of this calculation method for an available 
tool setup, mask, and a set of materials. Both the image and the calculation model consist of 15 lines that are 55nm wide 
with a 110nm pitch.  The material stacks chosen have low inherent overall reflectivity, and the reflectivity at the edges is 

Figure 5. Plot of intensity and reflectivity at the Resist/BARC interface. X is position along the cross-section of 
infinite lines.  Gray lines represent image intensity.  Thin black lines represent %reflectance vs. the intensity 
incident.  Markers show the %reflectance at the feature edge. Chart A shows a range of pitches for constant line 
width of 45 nm.  Chart B shows a range of line widths at 1:1 spacing. 
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quite small.  The calculations revealed that the two different optical configurations are acceptable.  One where the Si 
BARC is relatively thin at 40nm (Figure 6a) and another where the thickness is about 80nm (Figure 6b). The first was 
BSI.M06099B where n = 1.60, k = 0.20 at an optimum thickness of 45nm.  The second uses BSI.S05068B where n = 
1.81, k = 0.20 at the optimum thickness of 80nm. These material stacks were evaluated with an immersion tool at NA = 
1.3.  The substrate is a bare silicon wafer so there were no topography challenges to overcome.  The exposure conditions 
and the resist profiles are shown in Figure 7.  The performance of the lithography agrees well with the expected outcome 
based on calculation. 

Figure 6. Plot of intensity and reflectivity at the Resist/BARC for 55nm litho. X is position along the cross-
section of infinite lines.  Gray lines represent image intensity.  Thin black lines represent %reflectance vs. the 
intensity incident.  Markers show the %reflectance at the feature edge. Chart A is based on a 20% Si ARC®;  
Chart B is based on a 34% Si ARC®. 
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Figure 7. Process and exposure conditions for spin on trilayer stack using two 
different Si-ARC on a single SOC, BSI.M06089A and the resulting 55 nm L/S 
@BE/BF.  



 
The thicknesses of the Si BARC in cases described above are confined to a relatively small range in order to minimize 
reflectance across size and pitch. The lack of topography in the above example permits success, but in a real case there 
will be variation in the Si BARC thickness. Also, there is no guarantee that the thickness derived from optical concerns 
will be appropriate for etch needs.   
 
To decouple the reflectivity control from the etch constraints on thickness of the Si BARC, the addition of another 
optical layer can be added.  In the following example an organic BARC is used over the Si BARC.  Using the correct 
combination of optical constants for individual layers.  By running many calculations, evaluation of the optical constants 
required for this decoupling was preformed. As described in Figure 8, using a BARC with n = 1.67, k= 0.18 at 40 nm 
thick like ARC118, along with a Si BARC having n = 1.81 and k = 0.36, such as BSI.S05068E, on the essentially opaque 
SOC BSI.M06089A at 300nm leads to the capability of independently controlling the thickness of the Si BARC while 
maintaining a high degree of reflectivity control under a hyper-NA condition.  This scheme gives the most universal 
solution by providing the most comprehensive control for reflectivity and the most agility for pattern transfer.  An 
example of the rigorous calculation for a single point in this region is shown in Figure 9. This point corresponds to the 
point in Figure 10.  This combination of materials provides exceptional control over reflectivity.  Based on these 

Figure 9. Intensity plot of the incident image and the reflected image intensities at the multilayer stack as 
described in figure 7.  The points are the reflectivity values at the feature edge.  

Figure 8.  Contour plot for reflectivity as a function of the thickness of the 
enhancement layers and the Si BARC at constant SOC thickness for NA = 1.3.  
The arrow represents where at a constant ARC thickness the Si BARC thickness 
can vary over a wide range without changing the reflectivity. 



calculations, the material stack with the proper optical constants was created, and the lithography at the point 
demonstrated was performed at NA = 1.3.  Again 55nm L/S patterns are produced with good profile shape (Figure 10).  
This is the single point where the SOC thickness and Si BARC thickness achieve good reflectivity control.  A larger 
range of thicknesses of Si BARC will provide the same reflectivity and accommodate etch requirements without 
compromising the needs of the lithography.  
 
The calculation and experiments demonstrate that multilayer approaches are well suited for reflectivity control under 
hyper-NA conditions.  Maintaining proper optical constants of the material stack will give a robust solution for 
controlling reflectivity on a real device layer with multiple feature sizes and pitches.  To reduce the multilayer 
lithography to practice, there are many other considerations that affect the performance of the materials. 
 

3. CONCLUSION 
 
Using a simplified model for reflectivity has in the past been sufficient to explain reflectivity for cases where the NA 
remains low.  The introduction of more rigorous calculations demonstrate that these assumptions were valid  at low NA 
but become questionable for hyper-NA cases.  The rigorous calculations have demonstrated that the use of multilayer 
lithography is very well suited to the control of reflections for hyper-NA lithography over a wide range of feature sizes 
and pitches. When reduced to practice in material design, the resulting stack does provide good reflectivity control and 
can generate small features at NA = 1.3. 
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Figure 10.  Immersion lithography for the stack detailed.  Then ARC thickness is 
set to allow widest range of values for Si-ARC.  The point on the graph shows the 
thicknesses chosen for the 55 nm L/S lithography.  
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